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Lesson 2

L.O. I can understand, identify and use co-
ordinating conjunctions.
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What is a simple sentence?

Can you spot the subjects and the verbs in these main/independent 
clauses?

A dog walked on the road.

Cheryl has a cat.

I love pasta.

Laila sang a lullaby.
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Conjunctions

What is a conjunction? 

What is the job of a conjunction? 
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When we link them together with a co-ordinating conjunction, 
they form a compound sentence.

A compound sentence is made up of two main/independent 
clauses and a co-ordinating conjunction.

What is a compound sentence?
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What mneumonic can we use to remember the co-ordinating conjunctions?

There are seven co-ordinating conjunctions that we can remember using the 
mnemonic ‘FANBOYS‛.

So, if two sentences make sense on their own then we can link them together 
using a co-ordinating conjunction to make a compound sentence.

What punctuation do we need to use?
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Where should the punctuation go?
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Where should the punctuation go?
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Where should the punctuation go?

Choose two main/independent clauses, can you combine them using a 
co-ordinating conjunction to create a sensible compound sentence?
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Attachments
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Which coordinating conjunction fits best?



Click the circles next to the

coordinating conjunctions to reveal.



Correct

Incorrect





I really don’t want to do my homework tonight,             I have to.









and

or

but

so





 





Which coordinating conjunction fits best?



Click the circles next to the

coordinating conjunctions to reveal.



Correct

Incorrect





I like to paint           draw in art class.







and/or

so

but





 





Which coordinating conjunction fits best?



Click the circles next to the

coordinating conjunctions to reveal.



Correct

Incorrect





I am going to music lessons             I can learn the piano.









and

or

but

so





 





Which coordinating conjunction fits best?



Click the circles next to the

coordinating conjunctions to reveal.



Correct

Incorrect





I like to eat strawberries           apples.







and/or

so

but





 





Which coordinating conjunction fits best?



Click the circles next to the

coordinating conjunctions to reveal.



Correct

Incorrect





Do you want to go now             should we go later?









and

or

but

so





 





Which coordinating conjunction fits best?



Click the circles next to the

coordinating conjunctions to reveal.



Correct

Incorrect





My favorite sports are tennis             ice skating.









and

or

but

so





 





Which coordinating conjunction fits best?



Click the circles next to the

coordinating conjunctions to reveal.



Correct

Incorrect





I want to go jogging             I can stay healthy.









and

or

but

so





 





Which coordinating conjunction fits best?



Click the circles next to the

coordinating conjunctions to reveal.



Correct

Incorrect





My friend likes cheese             not on pizza.









and

or

but

so





 





Which coordinating conjunction fits best?



Click the circles next to the

coordinating conjunctions to reveal.



Correct

Incorrect





Would you like soda             would you prefer fruit juice?









and

or

but

so
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